Mobile Identity seeks Senior Android
developer
Mobile Identity
Mobile Identity is a leading strategy and development company that operates within the
field of social innovation, business oriented use of web and mobile technology. Mobile
Identity cooperates with universities, incubators, private and institutional investors to
bring the best digital projects from concept to reality.
Mobile Identity works with projects from idea to implementation and marketing, primarily
in welfare technology, climate & environment, art and culture communication, citizen
services and specific industry solutions.
The company consists of project managers, communicators, experts in language
psychology and visual communication, sociologists, graphic designers, IT
developers and business consultants with years of experience in consulting, developing
and implementing media convergence digital services.
We are




a multidisciplinary organization with targeted business consultants and creative
technical developers
dedicated versatile individuals, who interact at all levels
a workplace where things move quickly

We have






ambitious growth goals
a dynamic and inspiring working environment with high efficiency
an informal and pleasant tone
all rich opportunities for professional and personal development
the opportunity to help change the world and make real impact

Senior Android Developer
Mobile Identity seeks a creative and passionate Senior Android developer to design
and build new mobile applications and maintain existing solutions in our agile
development team.
The position requires several years of experience and skills to work independently.

Do you have










A minimum of 4 years work experience?
Proficiency with Google Android development?
At least one application in the Google Play store?
Comprehensive understanding of the Google Android platform and UI?
Experience with developing platforms with limited resources?
High graphic detail orientation?
Ability to take initiative?
A functional overview and are able to think through the whole solution?
A passion for keeping up to date with trends and tools?

Can you







Create complete solution and develop high quality products based on
mockups and functional specifications
Operate in a dynamic environment and deliver on tight deadlines?
Maintain focus, even on a fast-paced day?
Commit yourself at all levels?
Work alone, be self-directed as well as part of a team?

Solve a problem in the simplest and fastest way?

It is an advantage if you have knowledge of



SMS-gateways.
Photoshop or other graphic program for handling graphic elements.

We offer






A central role in the development of multiple ambitious mobile applications
and websites
Opportunity to unfold your talents
Working with many different and innovative projects
Interdisciplinary organization including business consultants and creative
technical developers
Be part of an ambitious yet cozy atmosphere

Application
Are you ready to set your fingerprint? Send your CV and motivation letter to
adm@mobile-identity.com and write “Android Developer” in the email subject line.

For further information about the company, visit:
www.mobile-identity.com

